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When you face a challenging target you need the ultimate tackle.

Choose a WELLSTONE reel - the strongest reel in the world.

High quality and durability is achieved by selecting only the finest parts, 

never compromising on component quality and strongest field testing ; 

all undertaken at our factory in Japan.

#9-10LA  Evolution Model

The design is the same as the LA model. 
This is the evolution model of the large arbor series 

which was designed so that neither dust nor sand 
may go into the inside as much as possible. 

This has the strongest body, due to no hole.
¥58,000

Weight: 9.7oz  Capacity: WF8F & 200yds of #30

2005 New!

#9-10LA /11-12LA  Engraving Reel

It's possible to engrave names on the surface of the spool.
The maximum number of letters are 18. 
Will you make the only one reel in the world?
Additionally,it's possible to engrave a kind of illustration also.
If you want more details, please feel free to ask us. 
#9-10LA...¥88,000    #11-12LA...¥93,000

emil: ishii@wellstone-reel.com



Saltwater Series Freshwater Series

#7-8 FULL-LINE ¥36,800

Designed to handle large fish- large trout, dolphin
fish or bonito. This reel can be used for both large
trout fishing and light saltwater applications.

Dia: 3.340 Wid: 0.90 Wt: 6.90
Capacity: WF7F+150yds of 20#

The reel price includes the white grease for foreign countries.

#9-10 LARGE-ARBOR ¥56,300

With a super-light body, this powerful disk drag
can be used for salmon, stripers or bonefish.

Dia: 3.750 Wid: 0.86 Wt: 9.2
Capacity: WF8F & 200yds of 30#

#9-10 FULL-LINE ¥51,400

This click- less reel can be used for 10lb tuna, 20lb
dolphin fish or 20lb bonefish. Due to its large
capability, 20lb bonefish, on the move, pose no
opposition. 

Dia: 3.750 Wid: 0.86 Wt: 10.9
Capacity: WF9F & 250yds of 20#

#11-12 LARGE-ARBOR ¥61,300

This quick winding reel was developed to fish over
45lb dolphin fish. Full- line spool is available.

Dia: 4.30 Wid: 1.10 Wt: 10.9
Capacity: WF11F & 250 yds of 30#

#11-12 FULL-LINE ¥56,300

Developed to handle large and powerful fish over
20lb tuna or tarpon. Large-arbor spool is
available.

Dia: 4.30 Wid: 1.10 Wt: 12.0
Capacity: WF12F & 400yds of 30#

#14-15 LARGE-ARBOR ¥81,300

This strongest of the WELLSTONE reels, developed
to fish marlin. Fitted with a strong cork disk and large
capacity, the spool was designed without any holes to
equip it with strength and balance.

Dia: 4.75 Wid: 2.36 Wt: 16.5
Capacity: WF15F & 1000yds of 50# GSP

The Saltwater series, equipped with a specifically designed smooth and powerful drag system, was
created to handle large fish. With this sophisticated drag system, which controls the line tension, if
your near-catch suddenly breaks free, you are able to fish without cutting the tippet. In addition,
to combat any difficulty in rolling the line when hooking a fish, the WELLSTONE reel rolls up to the
spool frame fast and swiftly, ensuring that no catch is lost. For a successful catch, every time, try
WELLSTONE today.

#7-8 TROUT 3 ¥41,300

Perfect for small salmon or large trout, with a stronger
disk than Trout 1 and 2.

Dia: 3.75 Wid: 0.82 Wt: 5.30
Capacity: WF7F & 150yds of 20#
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#2-4 TROUT 1 ¥38,300

Designed to handle over 12 inch trout and equipped with
a light drag tension system.

Dia: 2.95 Wid: 0.82 Wt: 3.88
Capacity: WF3F & 50yds of 20#

#5-6 TROUT 2 ¥39,300

Suitable for over 25 inch trout. Equipped with the same
cork disk as Trout 1, and a larger spool to increase the
capacity.

Dia: 3.35 Wid: 0.82 Wt: 4.23
Capacity: WF5F & 100yds of 20#

White Grease ¥1,500

An unchangeable adhesiveness, suitable for all conditions, and designed to
keep a smooth drag. Suitable for application, during use of the reel. Designed
for use with WELLSTONE reels.   *Will not work when mixed with another type of grease.

Tying Desk
Fitted with a dry motor and stand for tools and
the bobbins and a rear rack for materials.
Guaranteed life usage- will not warp or crack.

A type.....23.62 x15.75 x 0.3  Wt:282oz ¥38,800

B type .....15.75 x15.75 x 0.3  Wt:211oz ¥32,800

Tool Rack & L-offset Bar
Suitable for clamp type vises and pedi-style vises.
Angle fully adjustable.

Tool Rack .....0.6 x 4.52 ¥4,000

L-offset Bar ....Height 2.87 x 0.66 x Length 2.55

Fly-Tying Tools

Waste Tool
A trash bag holding tool, suitable for all vises,
and fully adjustable. Please attach the trash bag
to this tool.

Dia: 2.35  Length: 8.25x11.60 Wt: 7.05oz ¥3,000

Cement Tank
A high precision tank, machined from solid
blocks of prime-grade aluminum. 
Specifically designed so that the solvent doesn’t
vaporize.

Height: 3.5  Wid: 1.8  Wt: 9.17oz ¥4,600

Bobbin Rest
A tool to hold the bobbin that will obstruct
when you reel hackle. Suitable for all vises, the
angle and length are adjustable. Made using the
same light but durable quality aluminum as on
aircraft's.
Length: 12.6  Height: 3.93  Wt: 2.46 oz ¥3,400

Tool Stand
A tool for bobbins, scissors and etc. with 26
compartment holes. Suitable for holding glass
bottle and other equipment. It is possible to put
a glass bottle cement tank also.

Dia: 4.33  Height: 2.75  Wt: 7.05 oz ¥7,800

The Freshwater series was developed to fish small trout or 7lb salmon. The Trout
model features an original drag system.
WELLSTONE reels are shaped from solid blocks of prime-grade aluminum, to create
a strong and light bodied reel. 

Reel Seat ¥5,000

For a firm fit, especially when used with a WELLSTONE reel. The extended
pad is removable.

Length: 4.13  Dia: minimum0.75 max0.98 Wt: 1.75  Color: Blue ¥5,000

Rod Case
Light and strong. Suitable for check- in baggage. The case has stainless steel fittings and gold
sides.Adjustable handle length for comfortable fit. Both air and water-tight internal structure.

One piece ¥69,800
Length: 80inch  Dia:4.33  Wt:88oz

Two piece ¥59,800
Length: 60.25inch  Dia:4.33  Wt:81.2oz

Three piece ¥39,800
Length: 40.55inch  Dia:4.33  Wt:53oz


